EDITOR’S COMMENTS

Mobile Medium
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iterative workflow. But it is a mosaic of technologies

from a jet plane at some 28,000 feet, an

and a high level of global collaboration that gel to

image of what it meant to be eminently

make us a truly mobile medium.
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enabling the mobile workforce starts on page 10.

of Mexico, my favorite jazz tunes softly playing through
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a set of noise-canceling stereo headphones, and my

strategic business imperative for IT departments to
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manage the diverse needs of an increasingly mobile

Power Save mode for the long flight—that it occurred

and global workforce. “Freedom from Business as

to me that the production process for Dell Power
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Solutions is a neatly framed case study for a mobility-

begins with a guided tour of the just-released Dell

enabled workforce, and that we would have it no

Latitude laptop family, which has been completely

other way.

reengineered with the core values of both IT manag-

The geographical diversity posed by the editorial

ers and end users in mind. And “Designing for the
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Road Ahead” (page 24) goes behind the scenes to
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powerful new Dell Latitude laptops.

customer case studies worldwide: Media General
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